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Branching processes are used to model diverse social and physical scenarios, from extinction of
family names to nuclear fission. However, for a better description of natural phenomena, such as
viral epidemics in cellular tissues, animal populations and social networks, a spatial embedding—the
branching random walk (BRW)—is required. Despite its wide range of applications, the properties
of the volume explored by the BRW so far remained elusive, with exact results limited to one
dimension. Here we present analytical results, supported by numerical simulations, on the scaling of
the volume explored by a BRW in the critical regime, the onset of epidemics, in general environments.
Our results characterise the spreading dynamics on regular lattices and general graphs, such as
fractals, random trees and scale-free networks, revealing the direct relation between the graphs’
dimensionality and the rate of propagation of the viral process. Furthermore, we use the BRW to
determine the spectral properties of real social and metabolic networks, where we observe that a
lack of information of the network structure can lead to differences in the observed behaviour of the
spreading process. Our results provide observables of broad interest for the characterisation of real
world lattices, tissues, and networks.
Modern models of disease propagation incorporate spa-
tial interaction by allowing a pathogen to be passed on
only to the neighbours of an infected host [1, 2]. A virus
may multiply at a host cell and then infect any of the
neighbouring ones at random [3]. The total number of
infected cells therefore corresponds to the number of dis-
tinct sites visited by a branching random walk (BRW) [4],
also referred to as the Branching Wiener Sausage [5, 6].
In this process active random walkers spontaneously pro-
duce descendants that carry on hopping from site to site.
At the same time, the walkers are subject to spontaneous
extinction, for example, by immune-response, healing or
decay. The average number of descendants produced
during any of these events, branching and extinction, is
known to control a transition from a subcritical phase,
where the disease ultimately infects only a finite number
of sites, to a supercritical phase, where the exponential
growth of the virus eventually engulfs almost all available
tissue [7]. The expected fraction of distinct sites visited
or the size of the epidemic outbreak can be seen as the
order parameter of the process.
The characterisation of the distribution of distinct sites
visited by a BRW is a long-standing problem of branch-
ing processes and random walk theory [4, 8, 9]. Exact re-
sults have been obtained for one-dimensional systems [8].
However, extending such results to higher dimensional
lattices and networks is met with major technical obsta-
cles, some of which have been addressed over the past
decade [4, 10, 11].
In the present work, we characterise analytically and,
to confirm our findings, numerically the epidemic spread-
ing in general graphs, including regular lattices, fractal,
and artificial and real complex networks, at the onset of
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Figure 1: Tracing the path. a, The active walkers,
Hänsel and Gretel, leave a trace of breadcrumbs along
their way to mark the path they have taken. Birds slowly
remove the breadcrumbs, as if they were subject to de-
cay (regularisation, see main text). b, Time evolution of
branching random walkers (red) and the cloud of visited
sites on a 3d regular lattice at times t1 ∼ 102, t2 ∼ 103,
and t3 ∼ 104. Scale bars are equal for all time points.
epidemics. At this point fluctuations are of crucial im-
portance, dominating the dynamics.
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2I. THE MODEL
We model the epidemic as a Poisson process by con-
sidering a reaction-diffusion system of a population of
active (mobile, branching, spawning) walkers that hop
from their current location x on a graph to any adja-
cent site y with rate H, and have occupation numbers
nx. Walkers are further subject to two concurrent Pois-
son processes, namely extinction with rate e and binary
branching with rate s, thereby producing descendants,
which are indistinguishable from their ancestors.
To extract the number of distinct sites visited, we in-
troduce an immobile tracer particle species with occu-
pation numbers mx. They are spawned as offspring by
the active walkers with rate γ at the sites they are visit-
ing, thereby leaving a trail of tracers behind, similar to
the breadcrumbs left by Hänsel and Gretel [12], Fig. 1a.
We impose the constraint that at most a single tracer can
reside at any given site, which means that the spawning
of a tracer is suppressed in the presence of another tracer.
It is that suppression that generates significant compli-
cations from the point of view of the stochastic process.
Yet, only with this restriction in place is the number of
tracers a measure of the number of distinct sites visited
by the walkers, as pictured by the cloud of visited sites
in Fig. 1b.
There is no interaction between active and tracer par-
ticles, other than at the spawning of immobile tracers by
active walkers. In principle, the spawning (attempt) rate
γ has to diverge in order to mark every single site visited
by the walkers. However, it turns out that this limit is
irrelevant as far as the asymptotic features of this process
at large system sizes and long times are concerned [5].
By definition, the sets {n} and {m} of occupation num-
bers nx and mx, respectively, for each site x of a given
graph, are Markovian and a master equation can be writ-
ten for the joint probability P({n}, {m}; t) to find the
graph in a certain configuration of occupation numbers
at time t
P˙ = P˙s + P˙e + P˙′ + P˙H + P˙γ , (1)
where P˙ corresponds to the time derivative of the (joint)
probability P({n}, {m}; t), and the terms on the right-
hand side, P˙• = P˙•({n}, {m}; t), indicate the contribu-
tions from branching s, extinction of active walkers e and
tracer particles ′, hopping H and deposition γ, respec-
tively (see Sec. S1 for details). We constructed a sta-
tistical field theory from the master equation (1) using
the ladder operators introduced by Doi [13] and Peliti
[14] (methods Sec. VA). To regularise the propagators
of the immobile particles in the field theory, we allow
for the extinction of immobile particles with rate ′ in
Eq. (1), not dissimilar to the birds that foiled Hänsel and
Gretel’s plans (Fig. 1a). The propagators for active and
tracer particles do not renormalise, and the limit ′ → 0
is taken before any observable is evaluated. Through
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Figure 2: Distinct sites visited on regular lattices.
Scaling of the moments of the numbers of distinct sites
visited in time (left) and system size (right) for a, 1d,
b, 2d, c, 3d, and d 5d regular lattices. Solid black lines
represent the theoretical exponents given by Eq. (2) for
d < 4, and Eq. (3) for d > 4. Simulations parameters:
H = 0.1, s = e = 0.45, ′ = 0, and γ →∞.
field-theoretic renormalisation in dimensions d = 4 − ε
we can then determine the exact scaling behaviour of the
number of distinct sites visited by the walkers.
The branching process described by Eq. (1) has three
regimes, as becomes evident in the field-theoretic formu-
lation, where a net extinction rate r = e − s appears.
This net extinction rate is not renormalised in the field-
theory and therefore no mass shift appears. The BRW
is subcritical for r > 0, critical for r = 0 (onset of epi-
demics) and supercritical for r < 0. Hereafter, we focus
3on the critical case, where fluctuations dominate the dy-
namics, and the behaviour becomes unpredictable and
highly volatile. Furthermore, for both analytical and nu-
merical computations we consider the initial condition of
a single walker at t = 0. Extensions to different initial
conditions are straight-forward.
II. RESULTS FOR REGULAR LATTICES
Following the field theoretic approach (details in
Secs. VA and S2) of the bulk critical behaviour in the
continuum limit, where hopping is replaced by diffusion
by introducing a diffusion constant D, we find that in
the thermodynamic limit at long times t, the expected
number of distinct sites visited or the volume explored,
〈a〉 (t, L), scales like t(d−2)/2 in dimensions d < 4. In di-
mensions d < 2 this volume remains finite in large t. The
scaling of the p-th moment of the number of distinct sites
visited follows,
〈ap〉 (t, L) ∝ t(pd−2)/2 for Dt L2 (2a)
〈ap〉 (t, L) ∝ L(pd−2) for Dt L2 (2b)
in d < 4 provided that pd − 2 > 0. The gap-exponent
[15] of
〈
ap+1
〉
/ 〈ap〉 for the scaling in L, which can be
thought of as the effective dimension of the cluster of vis-
ited sites, is therefore d in dimensions less than dc = 4.
These results describe the numerical observations on reg-
ular lattices in dimensions d = 1, 2, and 3 (see Sec. VB1,
as shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively, where, af-
ter an initial transient, the moments scale according to
Eq. (2) in time and system size (see Tabs. S1 and S2).
The process is free beyond dc = 4 dimensions, where the
probability of any walker or any of its ancestors or de-
scendants ever to return to a previously visited site drops
below unity, and the scaling becomes independent of the
dimension,
〈ap〉 (t, L) ∝ t2p−1 for Dt L2 (3a)
〈ap〉 (t, L) ∝ L4p−2 for Dt L2 (3b)
with logarithmic corrections in d = dc = 4. The gap-
exponent in dimensions greater than dc = 4 is thus 4, as
confirmed by numerical observations in dimension d = 5
(see Fig. 2d and Tab. S2). As correlations become irrele-
vant, this is usually referred to as mean-field behaviour.
The set of sites visited may thus be regarded as a four-
dimensional object, projected into the d-dimensional lat-
tice considered. Focusing on dimensions below dc = 4,
the distribution of the number of distinct sites visited, a,
follows a power law,
P(a) = Aa−(1+2/d)G(a/ac) (4)
with metric factor A and cutoff ac ∼ (Dt)d/2 forDt L2
and ac ∼ Ld otherwise. These results show how in-
creasing the dimensionality of the lattice promotes the
a
b
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Figure 3: Probability distribution of the number
of visited sites, a for regular lattices of dimensions d =
1, 2, 3 and 5, and for b Sierpinski carpet, random tree,
and a preferential attachment (scale-free) networks. The
solid black lines represent the predicted scaling given by
Eq. (4). Simulations parameters: H = 0.1, s = e = 0.45,
′ = 0, and γ →∞.
appearance of larger events, evidencing the relevance of
dimension on the spreading.
In dimensions d ≥ dc = 4 the resulting scaling of the
distribution is that of Eq. (4) at d = 4, where the prob-
ability distribution decays like a−3/2. Numerically, we
recorded, for each realisation, the total number of dis-
tinct sites visited by the process in order to construct
the distribution, P(a), of sites visited. The numerical re-
sults coincide with our theoretical predictions, as shown
in Fig. 3a.
The exponents found above for d = 1 are in agreement
with the exact solution by Ramola et al. [8], where P(a)
decays as a−3. In two dimensions the power-law tail de-
cays as a−2, which coincides with the decay of the 2d
convex hull area distribution [4].
III. EXTENSION TO GENERAL GRAPHS
In the field theoretic approach followed to find the
scaling in Sec. II the spatial dimension of the lattice
enters only in as far as its spectral dimension is con-
cerned, which characterises the density of eigenvalues of
the Laplace operator on the graph given. Our results ex-
tend naturally to all translational invariant lattices and
graphs, by replacing the dimension d of the lattice in
4Figure 4: Scaling on general graphs on a, the Sierpinski carpet, b, random tree and, c, preferential attachment
networks. The top row shows representative states (full Sierpinski carpet shown on inset), indicating walkers (red),
visited sites (grey) and non-visited sites (black). The bottom row shows the scaling of moments of the number of
distinct sites visited as a function of time, and linear system size (inset), or number of nodes, in the case of networks.
The solid black lines represent the predicted scaling from Eqs. (5). Simulation parameters: H = 0.1, s = e = 0.45,
′ = 0, and γ →∞.
Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) by the spectral dimension ds of
the graph, as detailed in Sec. S5. This holds true more
generally as long as the lattice Laplacian itself does not
undergo renormalisation, i.e. in the absence of an anoma-
lous dimension [16]. In the study of networks the number
of nodes N , is a more natural measure of the size of the
network than the linear size L. Using L ∼ N1/ds we
can write the scaling of the BRW in time and number of
nodes as
〈ap〉 (t,N) ∝ t(pds−2)/2 for Dt N2/ds (5a)
〈ap〉 (t,N) ∝ N (p−2/ds) for Dt N2/ds . (5b)
Here, the gap-exponent for the scaling in number of nodes
is always unity. This extension to graphs allowed us to
predict the behavior of the BRW spreading in both arti-
ficial networks relevant for social and biological sciences,
and complex systems in general [2, 17–19], as well as real
networks. To illustrate this, we considered first the Sier-
pinski carpet (SCs) (Fig. 4a, methods Sec. VB2), and
random trees (RTs) (Fig. 4b and methods Sec. VB3).
Both of these graphs are widely applied in the context of
porous media [20] and percolation [21], and have known
spectral dimension: ds ≈ 1.86 for the SC [22], and
ds = 4/3 for RTs [23]. Considering Eq. (2) with d = ds,
for the SC, and (5) for the RT we obtain accurate pre-
dictions for the spreading dynamics as confirmed by nu-
merical simulations, Figs. 4d and 4e. These theoretical
predictions extend also to the distribution of visited sites
(see Fig. 3b), by setting d = ds in (4).
Furthermore, we studied the BRW behaviour on a class
of scale free networks [24]. Since their introduction, scale
free graphs have been observed to describe a plethora
of natural phenomena, including the World-Wide-Web
[25], transportation [26], and metabolic networks [27],
to name but a few. We considered a preferential at-
tachment scheme [24] (Fig. 4c, see methods Sec. VB4),
to construct networks with power-law degree distribu-
tion (Fig. S1). The existence of a finite spectral gap
in these networks, which indicates slow decay of return
times [28, 29], suggested that the BRW process is bound
to exhibit mean-field behaviour, i.e. ds ≥ 4. This was
confirmed by numerical simulations, where the probabil-
ity distribution of visited sites (Fig. 3b) has a power-law
decay with exponent −1.52(2) ≈ −3/2, and the scaling in
time and system size (Fig. 4f and Tab. S1) follow mean-
5field behaviour as predicted by (5) for ds = 4.
The spectral dimension gives information on the be-
haviour of dynamical processes on graphs. Here we use
the BRW to characterise real-world networks through
the power-law decay of the distribution of visited sites
P(a), which according to Eq. (4) is a−(1+2/ds) provided
ds ≤ 4. For example, the BRW exhibits near mean field-
behaviour on a subset of the Facebook network, which
has been characterised as scale-free [30]. Hence, we de-
rived a large effective (spectral) dimension, ds = 3.9(1),
indicating a fast spreading of the viral process in this
network (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of number of
distinct sites visited P(a), for the Facebook network
(L = 63730 nodes) [30], and yeast protein interaction
networks with L = 1870 [31], and L = 2559 nodes [32].
The data was obtained from simulations of the BRW on
each graph, with parameters H = 0.1, s = e = 0.45,
′ = 0, and γ →∞.
We should emphasize that the spectral dimension is
sensitive to changes in network topology and connectiv-
ity. To exemplify this we have considered two publicly
available datasets for the yeast protein interaction net-
work (see Fig. 5). We found that even though both net-
work describe subsets of the same biochemical network,
namely the complete yeast protein interactome, the spec-
tral dimensions in both cases are significantly different,
ds = 3.0(1) for the network with N = 1870 nodes [31],
and ds = 3.8(1) for the larger network of N = 2559 nodes
[32], leading to differences in properties of the spreading
process among the two. The discrepancy points to differ-
ences in the connectivities of both networks and shows
the importance of having access to the complete network
in order provide a reliable analysis of their properties,
which may have biological implications [33, 34].
IV. OUTLOOK
The results presented above for the binary branching
process, where walkers branch into exactly two new walk-
ers, apply equally to more general branching processes,
where the number of offspring in each birth event is given
by a distribution (for details see Sec. S4). This can be
seen, for example, in real-world scenarios where a single
infected individual or device infects a whole neighbour-
hood around them, or in the case of signal propagation
in protein networks, where the activation of one node (or
chemical reaction) can activate a whole fraction of its
neighboring nodes.
While the scaling behaviour does not depend on the
initial position x0 of a walker, provided it is located in
the bulk and remains there as the thermodynamic limit is
taken, the field theory has to be adjusted to account for
more complicated boundary conditions [5] or the walker
starting close to any such boundary. It may also be in-
teresting to consider the case of initialising each site with
an independent Poisson distributions of walkers [35].
The approach followed in the present work provides a
quantitative measure to explore and determine the spec-
tral dimension of artificial and real networks. This is of
particular interest when the spectral dimension is greater
or equal to 2, where the traditional approach of explor-
ing graphs, based on simple random walks [29, 36], fails.
When simulating the BRW we made the observation that
robust scaling is more easily obtained on small lattices if
the hopping rate H is clearly smaller than the rates of
branching s and extinction e. For large values of the
hopping rate particles leave the system during the initial
transient, as seen in Fig. 2, thus boundary effects appear
before any robust scaling can be observed. In graphs
such as the PA network (Fig. 4), that does not have any
boundaries, these artefacts are much less pronounced. In
summary our results shed new light on the properties of
spatial branching processes on general graphs, and their
applicability in the study of real complex networks, and
provide observables of broad interest for the characteri-
sation of real world lattices, tissues, and networks.
V. METHODS
A. Field theory of the BRW
In order to derive the main results for the scaling of dis-
tinct sites visited by the BRW (Sec. II) we work along es-
tablished lines [37], casting the master equation in a field
theory of the annihilation fields φ(x, t) and ψ(x, t) for
the active and the immobile particles, respectively, and
of the corresponding (Doi-shifted) creation fields φ˜(x, t)
and ψ˜(x, t). The governing Liouvillian L = L0 +L1 con-
6sists of a harmonic part,
L0(φ, ψ, φ˜, ψ˜) = −φ˜∂tφ+Dφ˜∇2φ− rφ˜φ
− ψ˜∂tψ − ′ψ˜ψ + τψ˜φ, (6)
and a non-linear part,
L1(φ, ψ, φ˜, ψ˜) = sφ˜2φ+ σψ˜φ˜φ− λψ˜ψφ
− ξψ˜2ψφ˜φ− κψ˜ψφ˜φ− χψ˜2ψφ, (7)
where we have taken the continuum limit. The space and
time integrated Liouvillian produces the field-theoretic
action A = ∫ ddxdtL, whose exponential eA enters into
the path integral formulation. The couplings in the Li-
ouvillian are related to the rates in the master equation
as follows: D is a diffusion constant D = H∆x2, where
∆x is the lattice spacing, and H ∝ ∆x−2 when the limit
∆x → 0 is taken, in order to maintain finite diffusivity.
At bare level the non-linear couplings, with the exception
of the branching rate s, are equal to spawning rate γ, i.e.
τ = σ = λ = ξ = κ = χ = γ. This follows from translat-
ing the master Eq. (1) into field-theoretic language (see
Sec. S1 for details).
At the same time the net extinction rate r = e−s, the
field-theoretic mass of the walkers, has to be kept finite.
In this parameterisation, there are three regimes, as de-
scribed in the main text: a subcritical one for r > 0, a
critical for r = 0 and a supercritical for r < 0. In the
field theory, all large scale (infrared) phenomena will be
controlled by r → 0+, which corresponds to the onset of
epidemics, the limit studied in this work. The mass of
the tracers, ′, serves merely as a regularisation, and is
removed by taking the limit ′ → 0. The bare transmu-
tation rate τ , corresponding to γ on the lattice, and the
bare branching rate s of the active particles (s on the lat-
tice) are the two processes that we expect will govern all
infrared behaviour in all dimensions and are therefore as-
sumed to be dimensionless. These two choices determine
the engineering dimension [38] of all other bare couplings,
resulting in ξ, κ and χ being infrared irrelevant. Together
with λ, these four couplings are due to the suppression of
the spawning of tracers when a site is occupied already.
At the upper critical dimension, dc = 4, the coupling λ is
marginally relevant, being infrared irrelevant above and
relevant below. The minimal subtraction scheme [38] we
have used will produce results in terms of ε = 4− d.
The Liouvillian constructed above is the object that al-
lows the exact calculation of the scaling exponents of the
p-th moment of the volume explored by a branching ran-
dom walk 〈ap〉 (t, L), in time t, and linear system size L.
Initialising the system at time t0 = 0 with a single active
walker at position x0, field-theoretically implemented by
the creation field φ˜(x0, 0), the ensemble average 〈a〉 (t, L)
of the volume explored by the BRW is determined by
〈a〉 (t, L) =
∫
ddx
〈
ψ(x, t)φ˜(x0, 0)
〉
, (8)
where the density of tracers particles at position x and
time t > 0 is measured by ψ(x, t) and integrated over all
space. Similarly [5], higher moments are determined by
integrals of the form
〈ap〉 (t, L)
=
∫
ddxp . . .d
dx1
〈
ψ(xp, t) . . . ψ(x1, t)φ˜(x0, 0)
〉
, (9)
or equivalently, by evaluating the Fourier transform at
spatial momentum k = 0. These are functions of the cou-
plings introduced above, but to leading order not of the
walker’s initial position x0, provided it is located in the
bulk. We implement this numerically by always placing
the walker initially at the centre site of odd-sized regu-
lar lattices, see Sec. VB1. The average 〈•〉 introduced
on the right hand side of Eq. (8) correspond to the path
integral〈
ψ(xp, t) . . . ψ(x1, t)φ˜(x0, 0)
〉
=
∫
DΠ (ψ(xp, t) . . . ψ(x1, t)φ˜(x0, 0))e∫ ddxdtL , (10)
which measures the p-point correlation function of tracers
at (xi, t), i = 1, 2, . . . , p in response to the creation of a
walker at (x0, t = 0). Here, the integration measure is
DΠ = DφDφ˜DψDψ˜ . Field theoretic renormalisation in
dimensions d = 4− ε then allows us to derive the scaling
of the number of distinct sites visited (see Sec. S2 for
more details).
B. Numerical implementation
In the numerical implementation, an active particle is
allowed to diffuse by hopping from the site it resides on
to a nearest neighbouring site with rate H, branch with
rate s by placing an identical offspring at the present site
or become extinct with rate e. Each distinct site visited
is recorded, equivalent to taking the limit γ → ∞ in
the theory. The instantaneous number a(t, L) of distinct
sites visited up to time t is therefore the number of sites
recorded. Parameters were chosen such thatH+s+e = 1,
H was set to 0.1, and e = s = 0.45. If M walkers are
present in the system at a given time the waiting time
for the next event (hopping, branching or extinction) is
determined by − ln(1− u)/M where [0, 1) 3 u ∼ U(0, 1)
is a uniformly distributed random variable. For every
lattice size we performed 106 − 109 realisations of the
process.
1. Regular, integer-dimensional lattices
The regular lattices studied here are hypercubic d-
dimensional lattices, characterised by their linear size
L = 2m − 1, m ≥ 4, which is chosen to be odd so that it
contains a well-defined centre site, on which the single ac-
tive walker is initially placed. To study finite-size scaling,
7absorbing boundary conditions were applied. However,
we observed that the boundary conditions have no effect
on the scaling (data not shown). The numerical results
were fitted to a power-law as described in Sec. S6, to
obtain the values in Tabs. S1 and S2.
2. Sierpinski carpet
The Sierpinski carpets were constructed from two di-
mensional lattices of linear dimension 3m, m ≥ 2. The
lattice was divided into 32 equal sub-squares each of size
3m−1, the central square was removed, leaving 32 − 1
sub-squares. The procedure is iterated over the remain-
ing sub-squares. The spectral dimension of the Sierpinski
carpet has been estimated to be ds = 1.86 [22, 39]. A ran-
dom point around the central hole of the fractal was used
as the initial location of the walker in every realisation.
3. Random trees
The critical random tree networks [40] were con-
structed as a critical Galton-Watson process, where ev-
ery node has either 0, 1, or 2 descendants, such that the
mean degree of the network is 2. We generated networks
with 26 − 212 nodes. These graphs have no closed loops.
The spectral dimension of the random tree ensemble is
ds = 4/3 [23]. For every realisation of the process, a new
random tree was generated, and a node was selected at
random as the starting location of the initial walker.
4. Preferential-attachment network
A preferential attachment (PA) network is a class of
scale-free networks, characterised by a power-law degree
distribution. We followed the Barabási–Albert model of
preferential attachment [24] initialised with a single node
to generate networks with 212−219 nodes. The networks
have power-law degree distribution with exponent −2.9
and mean degree 〈ki〉 = 6.3 (see Fig. S1). For every re-
alisation of the process, a new network was constructed,
and a node was selected at random as the starting loca-
tion of the initial walker.
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2S1. MASTER EQUATION FOR THE BRANCHING RANDOM WALK
In the following we describe the contributions to the master equation (1) from each of the processes the branching
random walk comprises. The contribution to the master equation for the joint probability P({n}, {m}; t) from the
spawning of immobile tracer particles by active walkers must take into account the finite carrying capacity m¯0 of each
lattice site. To account for a finite carrying capacity an effective deposition rate is introduced that decays linearly
with the number of tracer particles already present at the site of interest [S1],
γeff = γ
m¯0 −mx
m¯0
.
To study the number of distinct sites visited m¯0 is set to 1. With this constraint in place, each site visited is marked
with a tracer particle at most once, so that their total number is that of distinct sites visited by the BRW. With these
considerations, the contributions to the master equation from deposition of tracer particles read
P˙γ({n}, {m}; t) = γ
∑
x
(
(1− (mx − 1))nxP({n}, {. . . ,mx − 1, . . .}; t)− (1−mx)nxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
, (S1)
where nx and mx correspond to the number of active and immobile particles at site x. The sum
∑
x runs over all
lattice sites. The contribution from branching of active walkers reads
P˙s({n}, {m}; t) = s
∑
x
(
((nx − 1)P({. . . , nx − 1, . . .}, {m}; t)− nxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
. (S2)
The contributions from extinction are
P˙e({n}, {m}; t) = e
∑
x
(
(nx + 1)P({. . . , nx + 1, . . .}, {m}; t)− nxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
(S3)
for active particles, and
P˙′({n}, {m}; t) = ′
∑
x
(
(mx + 1)P({n}, {. . . ,mx + 1, . . .}; t)−mxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
(S4)
for immobile particles. Finally, the contribution to the joint probability from the hopping of active walkers reads
P˙H({n}, {m}; t) = H
q
∑
x
∑
y.nn.x
(
(ny + 1)P({. . . , nx − 1, . . . , ny + 1, . . .}, {m}; t)− nxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
, (S5)
where the sum
∑
y.nn.x runs over all q nearest neighbouring (nn) sites y of x.
Combining the contributions from all the subprocesses, the master equation for the joint probability P =
P({n}, {m}; t) reads
P˙ = P˙s + P˙e + P˙′ + P˙H + P˙γ . (S6)
as shown in Eq. (1).
S2. FIELD-THEORY OF THE BRW
In the following, we show the details of the field-theoretical calculations performed to obtain the main results of the
article, Eqs. (2), (4), and (3). In Sec. S2A we describe the dimensional analysis of the bare couplings. In Sec. S2C,
we introduce a diagrammatic representation of the propagators and couplings, and in Sec. S2D we determine the
relevant interactions. In Sec. S2E, we perform the renormalisation of the couplings, and finally calculate the higher
order correlations that give rise to the scaling of the moments of the number of distinct sites visited in Sec. S2F.
3A. Dimensional analysis of the bare couplings
To compute the critical dimension of the process described by the Liouvillian L = L0 + L1, Eqs. (6) and (7), and
to extract the relevant interactions, i.e the couplings that remain relevant in every spatial dimension, we study the
engineering dimensions (here, represented by [·]) of every coupling in the action. We expect that the long range physics
in time and space is governed by three processes: diffusion with constant D, branching with rate s, and transmutation
with rate τ . Introducing three independent dimensions, namely A, B and C, we impose
[τ ] = A, [s] = B, and [D] = C. (S7)
With [x] = L, [t] = T, and [∂t] = [D∇2] it follows that T = CL2 is not an independent dimension. As the action,
A = ∫ ddxdtL, itself must be dimensionless, i.e. [A] = 1, we obtain [r] = T−1 = CL−2 and
[
φ˜
]
= B−1CL−2, [φ] = BC−1L2−d,
[
ψ˜
]
= A−1B−1C2T−2, [ψ] = ABC−2L4−d (S8)
for the fields in real time and space, such that [φ˜φ] = [ψ˜ψ] = L−d. The engineering dimensions of the couplings follow:
[λ] = B−1C2Ld−4 [σ] = ABC−1L2 [χ] = ALd (S9a)
[κ] = CLd−2 [ξ] = ABC−1Ld+2. (S9b)
Setting A = B = C = 1, we find a critical dimension dc = 4, above which all of these interactions become irrelevant.
At the critical dimension d = dc = 4 the couplings σ, χ, κ, and ξ remain irrelevant, while λ becomes marginal. To
regularise the ultraviolet we work in dimensions d = 4−  < 4.
As a point of discussion, we note that other choices of independent dimensions are possible, limited only by the
symmetries to be preserved. Initially we considered σ, rather than τ to have an independent dimension. The resulting
(very messy) field theory depends on the non-universal, bare value of s and produces no renormalisation of τ , which,
however, must renormalise as 〈a〉 (t, L) ∼ τeffL2 (see Section S2E) and cannot scale faster than the volume of the
system, Ld.
A coupling with independent dimension is saved from changing relevance and thus from possible irrelevance in the
infrared limit of large space and long time. The choice of dimensions is therefore a choice of interactions that ultimately
govern the infrared. If the stochastic process under consideration takes place on the lattice, this may be determined by
taking the continuum limit, provided the process does not possess any competing scales, in which case the continuum
limit coincides with the thermodynamic limit of infinite system size. However, as soon as different processes and
scales compete, such as hopping, branching, spawning and extinction rates in the present case, the continuum limit
is a mere approximation of the original process on the lattice and the choice of (independent) dimensions becomes
a claim about which interactions govern the infrared. For example, considering a biased random walk, letting space
scale linear in time preserves a drift but removes diffusion, while letting space scale quadratically in time preserves
the latter, while the drift velocity diverges.
B. Fourier transform
Throughout the manuscript, we denote the Fourier transform F [f(x, t)] of a function f(x, t) in space x and time
t simply as f(k, ω), where the spatial momentum k is the conjugate of the position x, and the frequency ω is the
conjugate of time t. The direct Fourier transform is defined as
f(k, ω) =
∫
eı˚ωt−˚ık·xf(x, t)ddxdt, (S10)
so that the inverse Fourier transform is
f(x, t) =
∫
e−˚ıωt+˚ık·xf(k, ω)d¯ dkd¯ω, (S11)
where d¯ dk = (1/2pi)ddk, d¯ω = (1/2pi)dω, and d is the spatial dimension.
4C. Propagators and couplings
We begin by considering the field-theoretic action A = − ∫ ddxdtL, where the terms in the Liouvillian L = L0 +L1
are given by Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. In order to render the Laplacian term local the action is rewritten in
Fourier space, where the momentum k is the conjugate of position x and the frequency ω is the conjugate of time
t (as defined in Sec. S2B). The perturbative renormalisation scheme starts by reading off the propagators from the
bilinear part, introducing a diagrammatic language as we proceed. For the walkers the bare propagator reads〈
φ(k, ω)φ˜(k′, ω′)
〉
0
=
δ¯(k+ k′)δ¯(ω + ω′)
−˚ıω +Dk2 + r , , (S12)
where δ¯(k+k′) = (2pi)dδ(k+k′) denotes a scaled d-dimensional Dirac-δ function, and correspondingly for δ¯(ω+ω′).
Diagrammatically, the bare propagator is shown as a straight line. For the tracers the bare propagator becomes〈
ψ(k, ω)ψ˜(k′, ω′)
〉
0
=
δ¯(k+ k′)δ¯(ω + ω′)
−˚ıω + ′ , , (S13)
diagrammatically shown as a wavy line. Both bare propagators carry a positive mass, r = e − s in Eq. (S12) and ′
in Eq. (S13) which guarantees causality as the inverse Fourier transform will generate a Heaviside-θ function in time.
Both propagators Eqs. (S12) and (S13) do not undergo renormalisation. Finally, the transmutation vertex features in〈
ψ(k, ω)φ˜(k′, ω′)
〉
0
= τ
δ¯(k+ k′)δ¯(ω + ω′)
(−˚ıω + ′)(−˚ıω +Dk2 + r) ,
τ
(S14)
and signals the appearance of a tracer in response to the presence of a walker, as time is to be read from right to left.
The non-linear part of the Liouvillian, L1, contributes with six interaction vertices, which diagrammatically read
s σ
(S15)
ξ κ
(S16)
χ −λ
. (S17)
Finally, the observables of the form of Eq. (10) have the diagrammatic structure
p .... . (S18)
Their scaling in time and finite-size can be extracted from the scaling of the vertex generating function, which is
the standard object of field-theoretic renormalisation. In the next section we describe all possible infrared-relevant
interactions.
D. Relevant interactions
Whether a particular interaction is allowed by the basic process introduces above is a matter of some topological
constraints, which we will discuss in the first part of this section. Whether it is infrared-relevant is determined by its
engineering dimension, which we discuss in the second part of this section. Combining topological and engineering
constraints will then produce a finite number of interaction vertices to consider. Constraints that avoid certain,
otherwise relevant vertices from being generated are preserved under renormalisation.
The general proper vertex
Γ[
m n
p q ] =
p
....
m ....
q.
...
n...
.
(S19)
5are the one-particle irreducible graphs of the amputated correlation function
G[
m n
p q ] (r,D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {k1, . . . ,km+n+p+q;ω1, . . . , ωm+n+p+q})
=
〈
φ(k1, ω1) . . . φ(km, ωm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m terms
ψ . . . ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
p terms
φ˜ . . . φ˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
n terms
ψ˜ . . . ψ˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
q terms
〉
(S20)
Denoting, where applicable, terms of higher order in non-linear couplings by h.o.t., the bare couplings are the tree-level
contributions to the proper vertices:
τ = Γ[
0 1
1 0 ] + h.o.t. s = Γ[
2 1
0 0 ] λ = Γ[
0 1
1 1 ] + h.o.t. (S21a)
σ = Γ[
1 1
1 0 ] + h.o.t. χ = Γ[
0 1
2 1 ] + h.o.t. κ = Γ[
1 1
1 1 ] + h.o.t. ξ = Γ[
1 1
2 1 ] + h.o.t. (S21b)
Every proper vertex has a number of topological constraints, since any such term needs to arise from the perturbative
expansion of the action as a one-particle irreducible (connected, amputated) diagram made from the bare vertices
available in the theory. By inspection, we found the following constraints, which we will use to determine all relevant,
possible couplings below: Firstly, all non-linear vertices in the field theory (all diagrams except the bare propagator
of the tracer particles) have at least one straight leg coming in, n ≥ 1. Secondly, all vertices have at least as many
wavy legs coming out, as come in, p ≥ q. Thirdly, there are at least as many outgoing legs (wavy or straight), as
there are incoming straight legs, m+ p ≥ n.
The engineering dimension of the general proper vertex can be determined from the considerations at the beginning
of Section S2A, using the fact that each proper vertex may be seen as an effective coupling, which, after integration
over real time and space, gives rise to a dimensionless contribution to the action, LdT[Γ[
m n
p q ]φ˜mψ˜pφnψq] = 1, so that
[Γ[
m n
p q ]] = Ld(n+q−1)+2(m−n+2p−2q−1)Ap−qBm−n+p−qCn−m−2p+2q+1. (S22)
Demanding that (effective) transmutation τ , branching s and diffusion D may remain relevant at any scale (which
amounts to a suitable continuum limit), we set the independent dimensions A, B and C, respectively, to unity A = B =
C = 1. The (marginally) infrared-relevant couplings are those whose engineering dimension (in L) is non-positive. At
the upper critical dimension d = dc = 4, the inequality d(n+ q − 1) + 2(m− n+ 2p− 2q − 1) ≤ 0 gives
m+ n+ 2p ≤ 3. (S23)
The field theory needs to include all vertices Γ[
m n
p q ] with (non-negative) integers m, n, p and q that fulfill Eq. (S23)
together with the topological constraints n ≥ 1, p ≥ q and m + p ≥ n. To find them, we distinguish two cases for
Eq. (S23):
• p = 0 p≥q=⇒ q = 0, then m + n ≤ 3. Under the topological constraint m + p ≥ n there are only two viable
solutions: m = n = 1, or m = 2 and n = 1, that correspond to
and
s
, (S24)
the bare propagator for active walkers, and branching of active walkers, respectively.
• p = 1 =⇒ m+n ≤ 1. Only the propagator of the immobile particles allows for n = 0. Otherwise, n ≥ 1 requires
m = 0. The constraint p ≥ q leaves only q = 0 and q = 1. As a result, there are three viable combinations:
Firstly, m = n = 0 and q = 1, secondly, m = q = 0 and n = 1, thirdly, m = 0 and n = q = 1, which correspond
to
,
τ
and
−λ
, (S25)
the bare propagator of immobile tracer particles, the transmutation vertex and hindrance of spawning, respec-
tively.
Together with the propagators, the vertices in (S24) and (S25) represent all (marginally) relevant couplings at
d = dc = 4, consisting of the (bilinear) transmutation, τ , and the interaction vertices s of branching and −λ of
suppression of spawning.
In the following we perform the renormalisation of the couplings τ and −λ.
6E. Renormalisation of the couplings
As far as the observables in the present work are concerned, the only couplings to consider are τ and λ. Both are
renormalised by the same set of loops
τR ,
τR
= τ + + + + . . . + . . . (S26)
and
− λR ,
−λR
= −λ+ + + + . . . + . . . (S27)
where all diagrams are amputated. The subscript R indicates a renormalised quantity. Only the non-crossing loop
diagrams, such as the first three in Eqs. (S26) and (S27), are easily calculated (see Sec. S3 for details). Of the diagrams
in Eqs. (S26) and (S27), the non-crossing ones are summed over by virtue of field-theoretic renormalisation. The last
diagram in both Eq. (S26) and Eq. (S27), on the other hand, require further explicit calculation and subsequent
summation. The same applies to an infinite number of further crossing diagrams. And yet, because of the Ward-
identity
dτR
dτ
=
dλR
dλ
(S28)
all exponents can be determined without calculating any of the diagrams explicitly.
As usual in perturbative field theory [S2, S3], the governing non-linearity, here λ, becomes spatially dimensionless
by multiplying it by µ−, where µ is an arbitrary inverse length scale. In fact, any dimensionless coupling involving
λ, τ , s, D and µ is proportional to a power of λsD−2µ−. Introducing g = λsUµ−D−2Γ(/2) with suitable numerical
factor U , both couplings λ and τ renormalise identically
τR = τZ(g) and λR = λZ(g) (S29)
with Z(g) governing the renormalisation of both λ and τ . To one loop and with suitable U , the Z-factor becomes
Z(g) = 1− g, see Eqs. (S26) and (S27), and Sec. S3. However, there is no need to determine the precise dependence
of Z on g as far as scaling is concerned. It suffices to know that the renormalised, dimensionless
gR = λRsUµ−D−2Γ(/2) (S30)
= ZλsUµ−D−2Γ(/2) (S31)
has β-function
βg =
dgR
d lnµ
= −gR + gR d lnZ
d lnµ
(S32)
which implies d lnZ/d lnµ =  at the root βg(g = g∗) = 0, irrespective of U and therefore irrespective of the presence
or absence of the crossing diagrams. It follows that Z ∼ µ in d ≤ 4 and therefore the effective transmutation rate
is τeff ∼ τZ ∼ µ. In the limit of t → ∞, for systems of linear size L, the characteristic scale is µ ∼ L−1 and thus
τeff ∼ L−. With open boundary conditions, the branching walkers visit ∼ L2 sites during the course of their lifetimes,
leaving behind ∼ τeffL2 ∼ L2− immobile tracer particles in dimensions greater than 2, so that 〈a〉 (t, L) ∼ Ld−2. This
average is bounded from below by a constant, as at least one site is always visited, so that 〈a〉 (t, L) approaches a
constant below 2 dimensions. As for the time-dependence, the characteristic inverse scale µ is proportional to t−1/2
because the dynamical exponent z = 2 in µ ∼ t−1/z remains unchanged. It follows that 〈a〉 (t, L) ∼ t(d−2)/2.
In the following section, the mean 〈a〉 (t, L) and higher moments are calculated in greater detail.
F. Calculating scaling of higher-order correlation functions
The scaling of higher-order correlation functions is derived, within the field theory, from the solution of the
Callan–Symanzik equation [S2] for the general proper vertex Eq. (S19), from which the scaling of the moments
7of the total number of distinct sites visited follow, Eq. (2). From dimensional analysis (Sec. S2A), and by introducing
a bare scale µ0, related to µ by µ = µ0`, the general proper vertex, Eq. (S19), then satisfies
Γ[
m n
p q ](r,D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {k;ω})
= `−d(n+q−1)−2(m−n+2p−2q−1)+(p−q)γτΓ[
m n
p q ]
(
r
`2
, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ;
{k
`
;
ω
`2
})
, (S33)
asymptotically in small ` and provided that r is close enough to the critical point, rc = 0. For the transmutation
vertex, where p = n = 1 and q = m = 0, we find
Γ[
0 1
1 0 ](r,D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {k;ω}) = `γτΓ[ 0 11 0 ]
(
r
`2
, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ;
{k
`
;
ω
`2
})
, (S34)
with γτ = ε = 4− d. Generally, for observables of the form Eq. (S18), where n = 1 and q = m = 0 we have
Γ
[
0 1
p 0
]
(r,D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {k;ω}) = `4(1−p)+pγτΓ
[
0 1
p 0
](
r
`2
, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ;
{k
`
;
ω
`2
})
. (S35)
The scaling of the first moment of the number of distinct sites visited, 〈a(t)〉, as function of time, t, can be obtained
by analysing the scaling of
〈a(t)〉 =
∫
ddx
〈
ψ(x, t)φ˜(x0, 0)
〉
(S36)
,
∫
d¯ωd¯ω0e
−˚ıωt
∣∣∣∣
k=0
(S37)
=
∫
d¯ωe−˚ıωt
1
−˚ıω + ′Γ
[ 0 11 0 ]
1
−˚ıω + r . (S38)
According to Eq. (S34), Γ[
0 1
1 0 ] scales like
Γ[
0 1
1 0 ](L−2, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {k;ω}) = L−γτΓ[ 0 11 0 ]
(
1, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ;
{
kL;ωL2
})
, (S39)
if we identify r ∼ L−2 and ` ∼ L−1, which means that the effective transmutation rate scales like L−ε in large linear
system size L, as γτ = ε = 4−d. In long time t, the integral over ω in Eq. (S38) has the effect of evaluating Γ[ 0 11 0 ] 1ı˚ω+r
at ω = 0, because
lim
t→∞ lim′→0
∫ ∞
−∞
e−˚ıω(t−t0)
1
−˚ıω + ′ f(ω) = f(0) (S40)
provided f(ω) has no pole at 0.
It follows that
lim
t→∞ 〈a(t)〉 ∝ L
2−. (S41)
For higher moments, on the basis of Eq. (S35) we find
lim
t→∞ 〈a
p(t)〉 ∝ L2Lpd−4Γ
[
0 1
p 0
]
(1, D, τ, s, σ, λ, κ, χ, ξ; {0, 0}). (S42)
We thus recover the finite-size scaling results Eqs. (2b) and (3b) of Section II for the p-th moment of the volume
explored by a branching random walk
lim
t→∞ 〈a
p(t)〉 ∝
{
Ldp−2 if ε > 0
L4p−2 if ε < 0
(S43)
where ε > 0 and ε < 0 separate regions below and above the upper critical dimension, dc = 4, respectively. The
dimensionality of the embedding space enters only below the upper critical dimension. Above the upper critical
dimension, fluctuations and interactions become asymptotically irrelevant and the process can be considered as free.
The above analysis is easily extended to scaling in time, using t ∝ µ−z with z = 2 as the relevant scale, thereby
reproducing Eqs. (2a) and (3a).
8S3. LOOP INTEGRALS
The non-crossing diagrams, such as the first three in Eqs. (S26) and (S27), are calculated through the integral
Iτ =
s−λ
τ
=
∫
d¯ dkd¯ω
τ
−˚ıω + ′
1
ω2 + (Dk2 + r)2
= τ
1
2
r−ε/2
(4piD)d/2
Γ(ε/2) , (S44)
and (essentially identical)
I−λ =
s−λ
−λ
=
∫
d¯ dkd¯ω
−λ
−˚ıω + ′
1
ω2 + (Dk2 + r)2
= −λ1
2
r−ε/2
(4piD)d/2
Γ(ε/2) , (S45)
where the lower part of the loop carries the coupling τ in case of contributing to τ or the coupling −λ and an
incoming wavy leg in case of contributing to λ. The integration measure is d¯ dkd¯ω =ddkdω /(2pi)d+1.
S4. GENERALISATION TO k OFFSPRING
In this section we extend the field-theoretic results presented above to the case where the offspring number is a
random number and show that it lies in the same universality class as binary branching [S4, S5]. Instead of two
distinct processes for branching into two active walkers (with rate s above) and getting extinguished (with rate e
above) we consider the latter as branching into k = 0 walkers and generalise the former to branching into any number
k of walkers. Each of these processes may occur with rate σk, which can always be written as σk = σpk with pk the
normalised probability for branching into k walkers and σ the rate with which any such processes take place.
The two contributions Ps, Eq. (S2), and Pe, Eq. (S3), are thus subsumed and generalised by
P˙c({n}, {m}; t) = σ
∞∑
k=0
∑
x
pk
(
(nx − k + 1)P({. . . , nx − k + 1, . . .}, {m}; t)− nxP({n}, {m}; t)
)
, (S46)
which allows for p1, but the process of branching into a single particle has no bearing on the master equation.
In the field theory, the mass of the bare propagator for active walkers becomes [S6]
r = −σ
∞∑
k=0
pk(k − 1) = σ(1− k¯), (S47)
where k¯ =
∑∞
k=0 pkk is the average offspring number, which again, defines a subcritical (r > 0), a critical (r = 0),
and a supercritical (r < 0) regime.
In the case of generalised branching, the non-linear part of the action contains contributions of the form φ˜kφ for all
k ≥ 2 as soon as there is any k ≥ 2 with pk > 0 [S6]. Terms with k > 2, however, turn out to be infrared irrelevant,
as their couplings have dimension Bk−1C2−kL2(k−2). The field theoretic results above for binary branching therefore
govern also branching processes with generalised offspring distribution.
S5. EXTENSION TO GENERAL GRAPHS
In this section we provide further details about the extension of our results to general graphs. The loops integrated
over in Eqs. (S44) and (S45) are in fact integrals over the spectrum of the Laplacian accounting for the diffusion on
the graph considered. Generalising to arbitrary graphs, the Laplacian is to be replaced by a lattice-Laplacian and
the integral in Eqs. (S44) and (S45) by a suitable sum or, equivalently, an integral with suitable spectral density.
In fact, the d-dimensional integral in Eqs. (S44) and (S45) can be seen as an integral over all distinct eigenvalues
k2 of the Laplacian entering with weight w(k)dk = Sdkd−1dk with Sd = 2pid/2/Γ(d/2). On regular lattices, their
Hausdorff dimension d coincides with the spectral dimension ds characteristing, in particular, the small k asymptote
of w(k) ∼ kds−1. Replacing ∫ ddk by ∫ dk w(k) suggests that the results derived above remain valid by replacing
d by ds, in order to recover the scaling of the various observables in arbitrary graphs with spectral dimension ds.
9The replacement d → ds hinges crucially on the fact that ds characterises the scaling of the spectral density of the
Laplacian. If this operator itself renormalises, then a different spectral density may be needed. In other words, ds may
not be the correct dimension if the Laplacian renormalises, i.e. if the anomalous dimension does not vanish, η 6= 0
[S7]. This argument relies on the assumption that vertices such as Eq. (S19) preserve momentum, that is integrals of
the form
In(k1,k2, . . . ,kn) =
∫
ddxuk1(x)uk2(x) . . . ukn(x) (S48)
over eigenfunctions uk(x) of the Laplacian with eigenvalue k ·k vanish for off-diagonal terms, i.e. whenever k1 +k2 +
. . .+ kn 6= 0. This condition can be further relaxed by demanding merely that off-diagonal terms are sub-leading as
observed in the presence of boundaries [S1, S8].
Considering only graphs which are translationally invariant such that the indices jm of the q neighbours m =
1, . . . , q of any node i can be determined by adding the same set of translational lattice vectors, d1, . . . ,dq, such that
jm = i + dm, it is easy to show that the Laplacian has exponential eigenfunctions and any of their products are
an eigenfunction as well, so that In(k1,k2, . . . ,kn) = I2(k1,k2 + . . . + kn), which vanishes by orthogonality for any
k1 + k2 + . . .+ kn 6= 0, i.e. the assumption of momentum conservation mentioned above is fulfilled.
S6. NUMERICS FOR THE SCALING OF MOMENTS
The scaling of the moments 〈ap〉 (t, L) for p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 5, as function of time t in the limit L→∞, and as function
of the system size L in the limit t → ∞ were obtained from numerical Monte Carlo simulations and fitted against a
power-law
f(x) = AxB (S49)
and a power-law with corrections of the form
g(x) = AxB + CxB−1/2. (S50)
The fitting parameter B in Eqs. (S49) and (S50) provides the estimates of the exponents that characterise the scaling
of the moments in time t and sistem size L (or N , see main text), by fitting the numerical estimates against f(x)
and g(x), with x replaced by t and L, respectively. At large times the moments display plateauing due to finite-size
effects.
For the scaling in system size L, we fitted the data for the latest time point available against Eq. (S49) and used the
estimates of A and B as the initial values for a fit against Eq. (S50), which gave the final estimates of the finite-size
scaling exponents.
For the scaling in time t, we fitted data for the largest system, of size L = Lmax. The fitting range in t for each mo-
ment was determined systematically as follows. To remove the time-point affected by the finite-size effects, we defined
the upper bound of the fitting range as the time tup for which the lowest moment displaying algebraic divergence (p =
plow) reached a value of half the maximum value in the plateau, i.e. 〈aplow〉 (tup, Lmax) = max
t
(〈aplow〉 (t, Lmax)) /2.
For the preferential attachment network the plateau was observed to occur at an earlier time point than tup, probably
due to the high connectivity of the networks, so we set the upper bound to tuppa = (1/5) max(
〈
ak
〉
), in this case.
To find the lower bound tlow of the fitting range in t we fitted both equations, (S49) and (S50), to the data for
Lmax. We define fˆ[t∗,tup](t) and σ
fˆ
[t∗,tup](t) as the values and errors, respectively, of fitting Eq. (S49) to the data in
the range t ∈ [t∗, tup], and gˆ[t∗,tup](t) and σgˆ[t∗,tup](t) as the values and errors, respectively, of fitting Eq. (S50) to the
same data set and range. Further, we define N[t∗,tup] as the number of data points within the fitting interval [t∗, tup].
The lower bound for the time range tlow is the earliest time at which both fitting models (S49) and (S50) agree within
errors, that is
tlow = min
{
t∗ : |fˆ[t∗,tup](t∗)− gˆ[t∗,tup](t∗)| ≤
√
N[t∗,tup] max
(
σf[t∗,tup](t
∗), σg[t∗,tup](t
∗)
)}
. (S51)
Where we account for correlations between estimates of moments by rescaling the error by the square root of the
number of data points in the fitting range, N[t∗,tup]. The exponents characterising the time depenence of the moments
are determined by fitting the data in the range [t∗, tup] against Eq. (S50).
The fitting of the power laws, Eqs. (S49) and (S50), was done by means of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
[S9]. In table S1 and S2 we report the numerical results for the asymptotic scaling in time, 〈ap〉 (t) ∼ tαp , and in
system size, 〈ap〉 (t) ∼ Lβp , provided these observables display an algebraic divergence.
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Scaling of visited sites in time
exponent d=1 d=2 d=3 d=5 S.C. R.T. P.A.num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo
α1 0.47(2) 1/2 1.0(2) 1 1.0(1) 1
α2 0.98(3) 1 2.0(1) 2 2.9(3) 3 0.81(5) 0.86 0.35(7) 1/3 2.8(2) 3
α3 0.48(4) 1/2 2.0(1) 2 3.5(1) 7/2 4.8(4) 5 1.71(7) 1.79 0.9(1) 1 4.8(4) 5
α4 1.0(1) 1 2.9(1) 3 5.0(2) 5 6.7(7) 7 2.62(10) 2.72 1.6(2) 5/3 6.6(5) 7
α5 1.5(1) 3/2 3.9(1) 4 6.4(2) 13/2 9(1) 9 3.54(14) 3.66 2.2(4) 7/3 8.5(9) 9
mean gap 0.5(1) 1/2 1.0(1) 1 1.5(2) 3/2 2.0(5) 2 0.91(9) 0.93 0.6(2) 2/3 1.9(4) 2
Table S1: Scaling in time, 〈ap〉 (t) ∼ tαp , of the p-th moment of the number of distinct sites visited for regular
lattices of integer dimension, d, as indicated, and for the Sierpinski carpet (S.C., ds ≈ 1.86), the random tree (R.T.,
ds = 4/3), and preferential attachment (P.A., ds > 4) networks. The columns marked num shows the numerical
results, the columns marked theo show theoretical results according to Eqs. (2a) with d replaced by the spectral
dimension ds where applicable. The row marked mean gap show the average gap-exponent, (1/p)
∑p
i=1(αi+1 − αi),
for the corresponding lattice.
Scaling of visited sites by a BRW as function of the system size
exponent d=1 d=2 d=3 d=5 S.C. R.T. P.A.
num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo num theo
β1 0.97(4) 1 1.9(2)* 2 0.49(1) 1/2
β2 2.1(2) 2 3.9(1)* 4 5.7(5)* 6 1.9(1) 1.72 0.58(6) 1/2 1.49(1) 3/2
β3 0.96(4) 1 4.2(3) 4 6.8(2)* 7 10(1) 10 3.8(2) 3.59 1.6(1) 3/2 2.49(2) 5/2
β4 1.93(7) 2 6.1(3) 6 9.8(3)* 10 14(2) 14 5.7(3) 5.45 2.6(2) 5/2 3.49(2) 7/2
β5 2.93(8) 3 8.1(4) 8 12.7(4)* 13 17(3) 18 7.5(4) 7.31 3.7(2) 7/2 4.49(2) 9/2
mean gap 0.9(1) 1 2.0(3) 2 2.9(2) 3 4(1) 4 1.9(3) 1.86 1.0(1) 1 1.00(2) 1
fit range [255, 4095] [15, 127] [7, 127] [7, 31] [9, 243] [26 − 1, 212 − 1] [214 − 1, 219 − 1]
Table S2: Scaling, 〈ap〉 (t) ∼ Lβp , of the p-th moment of the number of distinct sites visited as function of the
system size L, for regular lattices of integer dimension d as indicated and for the Sierpinski carpet (S.C., ds ≈ 1.86).
The columns marked num show the numerical results, the columns marked theo show theoretical results according to
Eq. (2b), for regular lattices, and S.C. (with d replaced by the spectral dimension ds), and according to Eq. (5) for
random tree (R.T.) and preferential attachment (P.A.) The row marked mean gap shows the average gap-exponent,
(1/p)
∑p
i=1(βi+1 − βi), for the corresponding lattice. *Goodness of fit < 0.05.
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Figure S1: Degree distribution of the preferential attachment networks used for the simulations presented
in Sec. III
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